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Abstract 

Amplifier plays an important role in an audio system. As it simply amplify the input 

audio signal to a certain power level to drive the speaker to bring the original desired 

signal to live. In recent market, Class AB amplifier seems to be dominating the audio 

market. However, when it come to the power efficiency Class D amplifier have a better 

output efficiency compare to these classical amplifier (such as class A, B, and AB).  

This is base on the fact that, Class D amplifier utilizes the switching operation that the 

transistors are either fully on or fully off. Hence, it can achieve the amplification with 

zero power dissipation. As a result smaller heat sink is required and amplifier size can 

be greatly reduced.  

The focus on this thesis is to design a high efficiency, compact size Switch mode 

Multilevel (Class D) Power Amplifier. As an amplifier, this design will consist of 3 

stages an input stage, gain stage and output stage. Additional control loop is included in 

the PWM stage and the overall circuit design to compensate the non-linearities 

characteristic of the amplifier.  

The result of the design are discussed and follow through to realization, where upon the 

effectiveness of each of the implementation is evaluated. These evaluations lead to the 

conclusion that the design is able to achieve higher efficiency with low THD <1%.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction � What is a Power Amplifier? 
 
 
An amplifier is capable of delivering a large amount of power to the output load 

without any losses incur in the process. Among the existing audio amplifier, most of the 

classical amplifier such as Class A, AB and those linear device amplifier, their power 

efficiency can only achieve up to 70~80% at most, since most of the power was wasted 

as a heat dissipation. However, with Class D amplifiers, they are based on the switch 

mode operation, which can achieve a theoretical 100% power efficiency. DU to the fact 

that there is virtually no (zero) power dissipation occur in the operation, the system 

(circuit design) can be reduce to a compact size, as bulky heat sink element is not 

crucially in need. 

 

1.1 Class D Power Amplifiers operation 
As mentioned earlier, Class D amplifier can greatly reduce the power losses in the 

circuit. As the transistors in the Class D amplifier design are either on or off through out 

the operation which reduced their linear region to a finite switching time between 

saturation and cut-off. That the major different compare to the classical amplifier. Due 

to the recent portable audio market, computer multimedia access (especially the arising 

MP3 digital audio file) as well as the need for the car audio system, the demand for a 

high efficiency power amplifier is very high. Since if there exist no power dissipation in 

the circuit design (in this case the power amplifier), the power supply will be efficiently 

deliver a full power to the output stage thus power supply are fully utilise as required 

instead of wasting through the heat dissipation which only produce heat but nothing 

useful. 

 The following figure shown the theoretical conceptual Class D amplifier topology, 

which break into 4 major parts, such as input stage, PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) 

stage, Amplifying (H- Bridge MOSFET configuration) stage and output stage. 
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Figure 1-1: Conceptual Topology of a Class D Power Amplifier 
 

This operation is somehow similar to the DC-DC switch mode converters operation. As 

in both operations, the input signal is modulated using the PWM (Pulse Width 

Modulation) method. That is, the input signal was modulated such that the duty ratio of 

the modulated signal is proportional to the instantaneous input voltage. This modulated 

signal is then use to drive a switch (or a set of switches) to perform/produce an 

amplified PWM waveform. This amplified and modulated waveform is then fed into the 

output stage where demodulation of the modulated signals takes place. Usually this 

stage will consist of an output filter to perform the demodulation task.  

Theoretically, Class D amplifier can produce an impressive 100% power efficiency. 

However, in the practical mode that is impractical to achieve that due to the 

imperfection in both circuit and design realization.   

 

1.2 Recognition of Previous Work 
The basic concept and design approach of this thesis project was references from the 

past year thesis. They are 1998, Multilevel Switch Mode Class D Power amplifier, 

authored by Tng Chee Wan and in 1999, Christopher N. Hemmings� Improving Class D 
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Audio Amplifier. Where in Tng�s thesis, an open loop 3-level Class D amplifier was 

design with 94% power efficiency.  While in 1999, Hemmings� thesis project 

implement on Tng�s 3 level Class D amplifiers with an addition close loop design to 

compensate the inherent nonlinearities as well as the distortion problem in the amplifier 

design.  

 

1.3 Thesis Objectives 
The main objectives of the thesis project are to design and construct a compact size, 

workable, Switch Mode 5-level (Class D) Power amplifier for a car audio system � a 

subwoofer application. The power supply voltage will be range about 12V and an 

output load resistance of 4ohms will be used, as a speaker thus an output power around 

30W will be expected. By applying the used of the multilevel interleaving technique 

(based on Tng�s and Hemmings� thesis techniques) the audio quality (high fidelity) of 

the Class D amplifier design will be increased. The design will based on the existing 

Class D amplifier and implement on the close loop control system, such as the inner 

feedback loop in the PWM modulator stage as well as an outer feedback loop for the 

whole Class D amplifier design. With this implementation the design will be able to 

produce a higher fidelity performance and eventually reduce the nonlinearities and 

distortion characteristic in the design. On the other hand, the shoot through loss that will 

arise in the H-Bridge MOSFET transistor will be avoided by using the HIP4082I H-

Bridge MOSFET Driver, which comes with a programmable dead time. Detail will be 

cover in the Design Theory Section. 

 

1.4 Thesis Structure 
After a brief introduction on this thesis, Chapter 2 will provide an overview of the 

development of the classical amplifier such as Class A and AB, as well as the digital 

audio amplifier, Class D amplifier. Their general operation and performance will be 

stated and comparison between these classical amplifiers and the switch mode amplifier 

will also be discussed. This will be mainly focus on the power efficiency of the 

particular amplifier and their audio fidelity performance. Discussion on the advantages 

and disadvantages on the Class D amplifier will also be included in Chapter 2. 

 While in Chapter 3, summary of the design theory that will be used in designing this 

Class D amplifier will be stated.  These include the derivation of Class D operation 
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concept from a DC-DC converter, method of PWM, output filter design consideration 

and close loop control.  

While the detail of the design approach and components selection will be stated in the 

Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, the design approach will break into difference stages 

accordingly. From the input stage � Preamplifier, oscillator generation stage, PWM 

stage, inner feedback loop, H-Bridge and H-Bridge MOSFET Driver chip, output filter 

stage as well as the close loop control for the entire circuit design will be enclosed. 

In chapter 5, the result obtain from the testing of the design will be discussed. Based on 

these results, discussion on the close loop design as well as the circuit performance will 

be stated.      

While in chapter 6, based on the testing result from chapter 5, it is concluded that the 

close loop system is able to increase the performance of the existing Class D amplifier.  
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Chapter 2 

Background 
 
 
An Amplifier being as an important element in an audio system since it amplifies the 

input signal to a certain desired power to drive the speaker. However, there still don�t 

exist an amplifier that can deliver the full input power to the output load i.e. 100% 

power efficiency operation. Even though the dominating class AB amplifier, the most it 

can achieve are around 70% ~ 80%. A Class D amplifier theoretically can achieve this 

high efficiency situation provided there is an idea transistor that with no turn-on 

resistance and etc. Although the output efficiency of a class D amplifier can be higher 

than Classical amplifier, yet its distortion level is higher than the classical amplifier. 

Hence, the class D amplifier is being limited to a few applications only such as 

subwoofer system. On the other hand, due to the fact that most of the classical 

amplifiers are huge in side and weight (heat sink required) which make the Switch 

mode Class D amplifier become popular in demand for the portable personal audio 

system. Such as mobile phone, PC audio system and smaller size audio system. Since 

the Class D operation required only a smaller size of heat sink compare to the classical 

amplifier. Furthermore, due to it superior performance on the output power efficiency, 

battery operates system make it even better for implementation. However, the draw 

back is that design for this kind of amplifier is very complicated compare to those 

classical amplifiers. 

 

2.1 The Different between the Linear Mode and Switch Mode 

Amplifier 
Most of the circuit element can be classified into resistive, capacitive element, magnetic 

devices including inductor and transformer, and semiconductor devices operate in linear 

mode or switch mode. If a circuit is operating in a linear mode, usually they operate 

under the conventional signal processing application where frequency is not the primary 

concern. Hence, magnetic devices can be avoided in linear mode operation. Since the 

output of a linear mode operation is in a linear relationship with the input where the 

output is directly derived from it thus it is able to provide a minimal output distortion. 

However, since the transistor is operating in its linear region (on stage) all the time thus 
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potentially high power dissipation will be resulted. This will directly affect the 

efficiency of the circuit since some of the power is being wasted through the heat 

dissipation into the air (surrounding). Classical amplifiers such as Class A, B and AB 

are operate in the linear mode as the output transistor is operate in the linear region 

[11].  

In contrast, capacitor and magnetic devices those play an important role in a switch 

mode operation, as ideally they consume no power. As a result, resistive elements and 

semiconductor that operate in linear mode was avoided, while switch mode 

semiconductor devices are employed. In this switch mode operation, the semiconductor 

devices are either fully on (saturation region) or off (cut-off region) stage. It is this 

operation mode that results the theoretical zero power dissipation. Since in a cut-off 

region, there is not current flow and in the saturation region there is not voltage drop in 

the semiconductor device. However, practically these semiconductors do experience 

some power loss in these regions due to leakage currents and conduction voltage, yet 

when compare these losses to linear mode operation, they are quite small. The most 

significant power loss in this operation mode was the switching losses � transition 

between the cut-off region and saturation region [11]. 

 

2.2 Type of Amplifier 

2.2.1 Class A Amplifier 

Class A operation is where both devices conduct continuously for the entire cycle of 

signal swing, or the bias current flows in the output devices all the times. The key 

ingredient of Class A operation is that both devices are always on. There is no condition 

where one or the other is turned off. Because of this, Class A amplifiers are single-

ended designs with only one type of polarity output devices. Class A is the most 

inefficient of all power amplifier designs, averaging only around 20%. Because of this, 

Class A amplifiers are large, heavy and run very hot. All this is due to the amplifier 

constantly operating at full power. The positive effects of all this is that Class A design 

are inherently the most linear, with the least amount of distortion [18].  Here is the 

Class A amplifier design (topology). 
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Figure 2-1: Class A amplifier  
 

2.2.2 Class B Amplifier 

Class B operation is opposite of Class A. Both output devices are never allowed to be 

on at the same time, or bias is set so that current flow in a specific output device is zero 

when not stimulated with an input signal, i.e., the current in a specific output flows for 

one half cycle. Thus each output devices is on for exactly one half of a complete 

sinusoidal signal cycle. Due to this operation, Class B designs show high efficiency but 

poor linearity around the crossover region. This is due to the time it takes to turn one 

device off and the other device on, which translates into extreme crossover distortion. 

Thus restricting Class B designs to power consumption critical applications, e.g. battery 

operated equipment such as 2-way radio and other communications audio [18]. Here is 

the Class B amplifier design. 

 

Figure 2-2: Class B amplifier  
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2.2.3 Class AB Amplifier 

Class AB operation allows both devices to be on at the same time (Like Class A), but 

just barely. The output bias is set so that current flows in a specific output device 

appreciably more than a half cycle but less than the entire cycle. That is, only a small 

amount of current is allowed to flow through both devices, unlike the complete load 

current of Class A design, but enough to keep each device operating so they respond 

instantly to input voltage demands. Thus the inherent non-linearity of Class B designs is 

eliminated, without the gross inefficiency (50%) with excellent linearity that make class 

AB the most popular audio amplifier design [18]. Here the Class AB designs. 

 

Figure 2-3: Class AB design 
 

2.2.4 Class D Amplifier 

Class D operation is switching, hence the term switching power amplifier. Here the 

output devices are rapidly switched on and off at least twice for each cycle (Sampling 

Theorem). Theoretically since the output devices are either completely on or completely 
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off they do not dissipate any power. Consequently class D operation is theoretically 

100% efficient, but this requires zero on-impedance switches with infinitely fast 

switching times � a product we�re still waiting for; meanwhile designs do exist with 

true efficiencies approaching 90% [18].  The following figure is the Class D amplifier 

design. 

 

Figure 2-4: Class D amplifier  
 

2.3 Implementation on the Class D amplifier to improve it 

performance 

2.3.1 Multilevel Switching 

This technique will be based on the past year Thesis design technique � interleaved 

switching converters [4, 5]. That is placement of several similar design two-level 

converter in parallel and driven them with the phase shifted PWM waveforms [5]. The 

generation of drive signals is achieved by comparison of the input signal with the phase 

shifted carrier waveform separated by equally spacing in 360. This will result in a 

generation of multilevel PWM signal being present to the output filter. The advantages 

of this technique are there is a reduction in ripple amplitude and increase in effective 

ripple frequency [9]. Eventually, this will allow the output filter to be more effective in 

demodulating the PWM signal.  
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2.3.2 Output filter design 

In a Class D amplifier design, the output from the H-bridge is a square waveform 

(pulsed waveform). Hence, in order to drive the speaker, the output waveform has to be 

at least a sine waveform thus this output waveform has to be reconstructing back to its 

original input signal. Traditionally, a LC low pass filter can be used to achieve the 

requirement, yet this can be result in some design difficulties. Based on the past year 

basic design rules established by many Class D designers, the following concepts can 

be used as a general guide for designing the output filter stage. [4] 

 

! Filter need to be constant amplitude and linear phase response within the audio 

bandwidth. By maintaining this condition the distortion level will be minimized. 

 

! To minimal the power losses, filter have to be design in passive elements. The 

power efficiency can be increased if the power losses are minimized. Since the 

resistive element prone to dissipate power proportional to its resistance value. 

 

! Filter must be able to attenuate the carrier frequency (modulating frequency) 

and its harmonics from the output waveform. Obviously the output frequency 

needed is just the audio bandwidth thus non-audio frequency must be removed.  

    

2.3.3 Close loop control 

By definition, a Close loop control system always implies the uses of feedback control 

action to reduce the system error. While the definition of an open loop system is the 

output has no effect on the control action. The advantage of a close loop control system 

compare to an open loop control system is in fact use the feedback makes the system 

response relatively insensitive to external disturbances and internal variations in the 

system parameter. However, the system stability is a major problem in a close loop 

control system, as overcorrecting the error might tend to cause oscillations of constant 

or changing amplitude. 
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Figure 2-5: Generic close loop control system block diagram 
 
In a practical Class D amplifier design, there still consist of unavoidable imperfection in 

the PWM stage as well as the output stage. These are non-linear characteristic of the 

design, which will cause the harmonic distortion as well as the other form of distortion 

to arise. In order to compensate these imperfections, close loop control system will be 

incorporated to solve/correct these problems. However, as mentioned earlier, the design 

on the close loop control system must be carefully considered. Instability of the close 

loop system will cause the output oscillate with or varying amplitude.   
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Chapter 3 

Design Theory 
 
 
In this chapter, relevant design theory will be stated and explained. The design of the 

Class D amplifier will be based on these design requirements to implement. 

 

3.1 Switch Mode Converters 
As mentioned earlier in the Chapter 1 and 2, the Class D amplifier operation is based on 

the switch mode operation, which is derived from the Switch Mode Converter. These 

Switch Mode Converters can be divided into four main categories, i.e. DC-DC 

converters, DC-AC inverters, AC-DC rectifiers or inverters and AC-AC. While the 

Class D amplifiers are fall into the AC-AC converter category. Since the input and 

output is expected to be sinusoidal waveform. 

The average output voltage of a DC-DC converter with a given input voltage is 

controlled by controlling the switch on and off duration (ton and toff). Through this 

control method the average output voltage can be controlled to equal a desire level, 

while the input voltage and the output load may be fluctuated. By applying the PWM 

technique, the signal level control voltage compare with a repetitive waveform 

(constant frequency) and generate the switch duty ratio. The transfer function for the 

DC-DC converter can be represented by the Equation 3-1. 

s

inon

V
V

T
tD ==   Equation 3-1 

Where this repetitive waveform frequency is usually high enough for the inductor and 

capacitor at the output filter stage to average out this switching frequency and providing 

the above mentioned constant output voltage.    

A DC-DC switch mode converter operation can be illustrated by the simple 

implementation of a Buck (or step down) Converter. 
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 Figure 3-1: The Buck Converter 
 

In this Buck converter circuit, the BJT was switched between it on and off state by the 

controlled signal (Duty ratio) to keep the output voltage maintain at a desire level. The 

relationship between the average output for an idea Buck converter (assumed purely 

resistive load and ideal switch) and the input voltage can be calculated in term of the 

switch-duty ratio [10, p.164]: 

dd
s

onTs
o

s
o DVV

T
tdttv

T
V === ∫0 )(1  Equation 3-2 

 
From Equation 3-2, we know that if we can alter the switching duty ratio, the gain of 

the Buck converter can be easily manipulated.  

 
3.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique 
In order to perform the switch mode operation amplifier, Pulse Width Modulation 

technique plays the basic principle in the design. The pulse width of the PWM 

waveform is varied proportionally to the input audio signal to control the output 

voltage. Most of the PWM techniques can be categorize into three main area, they are: 

• Hysteresis Control 

Operate as a feedback control loop. The desired output level was compared 

with the instantaneous output level; a hysteresis modulator control produces 

an error signal to control the output switches. The advantages of this 

technique are it offers bounded and predictable error and fast transient 

response. Moreover, it presents low distortion and easy implementation. 

Disadvantages are the output-switching period is not constant, which cause 

the output filter very hard to implement [4, 5].   
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• Pre-calculated PWM techniques 

It is performed offline and often used in selected harmonics elimination. Yet, 

due to irregular pulses occurrence, it can�t promptly response to the circuit 

transient. Hence, it is not suitable for Class D amplifier implementation [4, 5]. 

 

• Carrier based PWM 

This techniques use a fixed frequency to sample the input waveform, which 

match the Class D amplifier implementation perfectly. There consist of two 

main types of carrier based PWM i.e. natural sampling uniform sampling. 

These two different sampling types have some similarity however, natural 

sampling doesn�t have any delay between sampling of the input and output 

response reflecting this input values. As a result, natural sampling method 

doesn�t introduce any harmonic distortion. Unlike natural sampling, uniform 

sampling method have a finite delay occurrence which caused an undesired 

odd harmonics appear within the output spectrum [4, 5].   

The following figure will give a clear view on the natural sampling Carrier Based 

PWM. 

 
Figure 3-2: Naturally Sampled Carrier Based PWM [4] 
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A constant amplitude input voltage was compared to the triangular carrier frequency 

and produces a constant duty ratio modulated PWM waveform (pulse-train). While a 

sinusoidal waveform input waveform was compared, the modulated output having an 

instantaneous duty ratio proportional to the instantaneous input voltage. This 

relationship can be shown as the following equation. 

Constant=
inV

D (k) Equation 3-3 

In order to remain the linearity relationship between the input voltage and output duty 

ratio and distortion-free, the carrier frequency must consist only a straight-line segment. 

Furthermore, the consistency of the carrier frequency waveform must also be 

maintained to ensure the demodulation process can be implemented effectively. 

 

3.3 Class D operation 
If the Buck converter (Figure 3-1) can be controlled by a PWM waveform shown in 

Figure 3-2 (b), the transfer function can be shown as follow: 

cc
out

in kV
V
V =  Equation 3-4 

The Buck converter can be treated as a linear mode voltage amplifier if Vcc is treated as 

constant. That is how the Class D amplifier operation based on. Furthermore, if varying 

the Vcc, the gain of the amplifier can be modified [4].  

In a Buck converter, a unidirectional single�quadrant switch is used as a switch, which 

is a common used in DC-DC converter. However, in a Class D amplifier, which is in a 

dc-ac inverters application, a Bi-directional two-quadrant switch must be used. Since 

the switching elements conduct currents in both polarities, but block only positive 

voltages [11]. The MOSFETs will make the choice for this application since them 

inherent the low drive losses [4]. 

 

3.3.1 Multilevel Switching 

The interleaving theory on multilevel switching based on Tng�s and Hemming�s thesis 

will be referenced here as well. Here is the basic topology of multilevel interleaving 

techniques after Hemmings [4]. 
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Figure 3-3: Interleaved Switching topology [4] 
 
The interleaved signals were 90û-phase shifted between each other in order to minimal 

the harmonic distortion and achieved the multilevel switching. With the equally spacing 

these carrier through out one cycle by a 360û/n phase shifted, an n+1 level of PWM 

waveform presented in the output filter.  

   

3.4 Characteristics of Class D amplifier 

3.4.1 Switching and conduction Losses  

Even though it is (theoretically) proved that Class D amplifier can achieve 100% power 

efficiency, yet in practical there is not such thing as 100% efficiency. Since there still 

haven�t found any ideal switches for this application. Most of the switches will consist 

some power losses during its conduction period as well as the in its switching stage. 

Thus when a non-ideal switches is in used; there will be some losses occur during the 

operation, such as switching losses and conduction losses. These are the most 

significant losses in the switch mode transistors. 

Switching losses is occur during the transition period, which is the period when the 

transistor changing from it saturation mode to cut-off mode. Hence, switching losses as 

the name said it all is proportional to the switching frequency. During this transition, 

there is a finite rise and fall time in both voltage and the current. Since it is non-ideal 
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case, the existence of this non-zero value of voltage and current will eventually result 

power dissipation in the transition. By reducing the switching frequency, the switching 

losses can be reduced to the following equation. 

)()((
2
1 offtontfIVP ccsods +=  Equation 3-5 [10, p.23] 

Where tc is the conduction period during the on and off state, sf  is the switching 

frequency. However, reducing the switching carrier will increase the difficulties on 

demodulating it at the output filter stage (hard to design a proper filter to filter off the 

carrier frequency if the fundamental frequencies are close to the carrier frequency).   If 

the switching losses can be effectively managed the following losses will become 

dominant factor in the amplifier�s efficiency. While the switch is on (saturation region) 

there exists a non-zero voltage across the switch. Since there is a voltage across the 

switch, there will be a current flowing through the switch as well. When coupled this 

voltage and current, it result the conduction losses of the switch. This conduction loss is 

only occurring within the saturation region duration (switch is on condition) thus this 

loss is proportional to the switching duty ratio as shown in the following Equation 3-6. 

s

on
oonon

T
tIVP =  Equation 3-6 [10, p.23] 

Where, Ts is the switching period 
sf

1  and ton is the switch on duration. In order to 

reduce the conduction losses, even it is not that significant; the forward voltage of the 

transistor must be considered. In a MOSFET, this can be figured out from its turn-on-

resistance i.e. the smaller the resistance the smaller the conduction losses.  

  

 

3.4.2 Shoot-Through  

Shoot-through loss is one specific type of switching losses. It occur when the half 

bridge (or full- bridge) transistor are both conduct. This shoot through loss can be 

avoided by implementing a dead time between the turning off one MOSFET and 

turning on the other. Furthermore, with the implemented dead time, the cross over 

distortion can also be prevented [6]. 
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3.4.3 Output filter � Demodulation of the PWM 

As mentioned earlier in chapter 2, the pulsed waveform (output waveform) output from 

the H-bridge MOSFET transistors cannot be applied to drive the speaker. Thus the 

output waveform has to be reconstructed back into a sine waveform (similarly) in order 

to perform the amplified audio signal. Form section 2.5.2, in the previous chapter, based 

on the past year experience from Class D amplifier designer, a low pass filter will suit 

for this application. Since the audio bandwidth is ranged from 20 Hz ~ 20 KHz, while 

the carrier frequency is normally more than 5 time higher than the audio frequency; 

which make it reasonable easy to carry out the demodulation process. That is implement 

a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency ranged somewhere around 25 KHz to roll off 

the carrier frequency. However for the subwoofer application this cut off frequency can 

be greatly reduced to about 5 KHz or more since subwoofer application is deal with low 

frequency application. Their a few different filter designs can be employed for this low 

pass filter application, namely Chebyshev, Butterworth, Bessel filter and etc. The 

selection on these filter design will be based on the performance require [7]. According 

to the section 2.3.2, the output filter will be constructed by using only passive elements 

to minimize the power losses in the output stage.    

 

3.5 Stability of the Close Loop control system 
As mentioned earlier in the previous chapter, the stability of a close loop system form a 

critical design element in implementation of system. Hence, in order to keep the design 

stable some tools or method must be applied to monitor it performance. The following 

methods can be applied for determining the system stability. 

 

3.5.1 Pole Location � Root Loci 

From the generic close loop control system shown in figure 2-5, the transfer function of 

the close loop system can be shown as [12, p.66]: 

 

H(s) = 
)()(1

)(
sHsG

sG
+

 Equation 3-7 

By plotting the poles and zeros of the G(s)H(s) on s-plane the stability of the system can 

be determined. If all the poles located in the left hand side of the s-plane the system is 
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consider stable or else otherwise. In most of the cases, the G(s)H(s) involves gain 

parameter, K, which can be implemented to ensure the poles of the system located in 

the left-hand side of the s-plane to secure the stability of the system. This gain 

parameter, K, can be implemented through the used of an active device such as Op-amp 

[12].  

 

3.5.2 Gain and Phase Margins 

The other method for monitoring the stability of the system is to consider a Phase and 

Gain margin plot with the system transfer function. Phase margin is the amount of 

additional phase lag at the gain crossover frequency required to ensure the system 

stable.  

φ+°=180mP  Equation 3-8 [12, p.545] 

The phase margin is positive if Pm >0 and negative for Pm < 0, and the phase margin 

have to be positive in order to have a stable system or else otherwise.  

The Gain margin is the reciprocal of the magnitude of the system transfer function 

(G(s)) at the frequency when phase angle is �180.   

)(
1

1sG
Gm =  Equation 3-9 [12, p.545] 

mm GdBG log20)( =   Equation 3-10 [12, p.545] 

 

Express in decibels (with equation 3-10), if the Gm is positive, the system is stable 

otherwise the system will be unstable. A plot of stable system and unstable system bode 

diagram is shown in figure 3-4 
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Figure 3-4: Gain and Phase margin base on the bode diagram [12, p.546] 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation 
 
 
This chapter will divided into the four stages to explain on the design approach for the 

Switch Mode Multilevel Class D Power Amplifier. They are input stage, PWM stage, 

H-bridge driver circuit and H-bridge operation and Output Filter stage. The main 

schematic diagrams and PCB layout for the design are presented in Appendix A. 

The following is the block diagram for the design. 

 

Figure 4-1: Block Diagram for the Class D amplifier Design with close loop system  
 

4.1 Input Stage 
In the input stage there consist of the pre-amp and input low pass filter stage as well as 

the carrier generation stage.  

 

4.1.1 Carrier Generation  

A driving signal (switching signal) is required to be generated in order to drive or 

switch the Power MOSFET, which in this case are treat as a switch (in other word, a 

PWM waveform). To generate the PWM waveform, the input audio signal will be 

compared to a fixed frequency (and fixed shape) waveform. According to section 3.2 

the generate pulse-train will then b used to drive the gate of the MOSFET A saw-tooth 

waveform will be the most suitable carrier waveform to perform the comparison with 
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the input signal. However, it is not that simple to generate a saw-tooth waveform. 

Hence, a carrier frequency with a triangular shape will be the 2nd best choice since a 

triangular waveform will have the closest similarity to the saw-tooth waveform and 

easy to generate. Another important element in the design consideration is selecting the 

operating frequency or carrier frequency for the operation. The criterions on selecting 

the carrier frequency have to weigh the advantages of high carrier frequency against 

increased switching losses and the increased in radiated EMI/RFI (Electro Magnetic 

Interference / Radio Frequency Interference). In other word, it is based on the trade off 

between the power efficiency and high fidelity of the amplifier design. Since 

minimizing the carrier frequency will reduce the switching losses, while maximizing 

the carrier frequency will ease the design requirement for the output filter stage. From 

experience from other Class D amplifier designer as well as the recommendation from 

the National semiconductor LM4651 Class D amplifier data sheet�s [1] application 

section, a range between 125 KHz ~ 145 KHz carrier frequency will the suitable 

frequencies range for the above mentioned trade-off. Thus 125 KHz was chosen as the 

carrier frequency for the design. Since it is the lowest frequency could be removed from 

the PWM spectrum without causing any pass band distortion.   

After selecting the carrier frequency, a circuit must be design to accomplish the 

frequency generation task. Since a consistency playing a major role in generating the 

carrier frequency thus a crystal oscillator will be the best choice. A 1 MHz crystal 

oscillator will be used to produce a 50% duty cycle square waveform through the 

implement of the following CMOS circuitry, Pierce crystal oscillator circuit [17, p.4-

25~26]. 
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Figure 4-2: 1MHz Clock pulse generating circuit from a crystal [17, 4-25] 
 
The selection for the capacitor C1 and C2 is based on the crystal oscillator performance. 

The resistor R1, limits the drive level to keep the oscillator from overdriving, and the 

crystal oscillator start-up is also proportional to the value of R1. [17, p. 4-25]. While for 

Rf, the feed back resistor typically ranges up to 20MΩ.  It must be large enough to 

prevent the phase of the feedback network from being affected in the appreciable 

manner.  

Yet, 1MHz clock pulse with 50% duty cycle has to be subsequently stepped down to 

125 KHz for the design (Class D amplifier). This can be achieved through the used of 

frequency divider circuit, which make up by numbers of D Flip-Flops. Since a D Flip-

Flop is capable to half an input frequency thus by cascading 3 of them in series, it is 

able to produce a of the 125 KHz carrier frequency from a 1MHz crystal oscillator. 

Here the frequency divider circuit was shown in figure 4-2.  
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Figure 4-3: Frequency Divider circuit (a) and the timing diagram (b) [4] 
 
As the figure shown the 2nd last D flip-flop outputs (both inverting and non-inverting) 

were fed into the last D Flip-Flop in order to perform an equally space (by 90û) clock 

pulses. Since a 5 level Class D amplifier is to be designed, there must be 4 carrier 

waveforms to suit the interleaving techniques. These 4 equally space (90û phase shifted) 

carrier waveform was generated from the frequency divider circuit both the inverting 

and non-inverting output from the final stage flip-flop.  

These carrier waveforms is then integrated into four 90û-phase shifted triangular 

waveform through the implementation of 4 common integrator circuits. The following 

figure (figure 4-3) has shown a common op-amp integrator to perform the integration. 
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Figure 4-4: Common Integrator circuit by using an OP-Amp 
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Equation 4-1 shows the mathematical way to design the integrator circuit. Deriving 

from the equation we can determine the proper components size to implement for the 

design. 
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Arbitrary selecting the amplitude of the triangular waveform to 5 volt peak-to-peak and 

R1 = 1 KΩ, we can derive the capacitance value based on equation 4-2. Where the 

capacitance of C = 2nF, choosing the preferred value C = 2n2F.  

In order to ensure a bounded DC gains, resistor R2 was included and will create a 1st 

order low pass filter with the cut frequency (ωo) equal to [4]: 

CR
wo

2

1=  Equation 4-3 

 

This frequency must be less than the 125 KHz to allow integration of the square wave 

to be proceeded. Hence, with ωo = 12.5 KHz (one decade less than the switching 

frequency), R2 = 27Kohm. That will conclude the carrier generation design   
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4.1.2 Input Pre-amplifier and Subwoofer filter stage 

Since this Class D amplifier is designed to suit for the subwoofer application (low 

frequency audio application), a pre-amplifier with a gain and a low pass filter stage is 

implemented. This stage can be implemented by using a National�s dual audio 

operational amplifier LM833 to perform the task [1]. The circuit is shown as figure 4-4. 

 

Figure 4-5: The input Low Pass Filter and Pre-Amp stage circuit [1] 
 
The 1st op-amp act as a 2nd order low pass filter while the 2nd op-amp is just providing a 

pure gain for the input signal. In order to have a clean sounding subwoofer the filter 

must be at least a 2nd order filter to sharply roll off the high frequency audio signals. For 

a subwoofer application, the pole of the low pass filter should be around 60~180 KHz. 

Hence the component values for the R and C in figure 4-4 are based on the following 

Equation 4-3. 
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π
 Equation 4-4 

 

Where R1 = R2 = R, arbitrary taking R = 2.7 KΩ we can figure out capacitance for C1 = 

4.7µF while C2 = 2.35 µF, choosing the closest value C2 = 2.2 µF.  

 

4.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Stage 
A high-speed comparator is needed to perform the Pulse-Width-Modulation technique. 

National Semiconductor such as LM319 and LM361 can be used for this application 

due to their high-speed nature (around 80µs response time). However, LM361 is chosen 

over LM319 since it have a differential outputs which make it the best companion with 

the HIP4082 H-bridge MOSFET driver. Furthermore, LM361 comparator response 

time is faster, 20ns, when compare to LM319 that is only 80ns. As mention before the 

differential outputs, inverting and non-inverting pulsed waveform will be resulted from 

the chip. These outputs will be used to feed into the driver chip to generate the driving 

signal to drive the H-bridge MOSFET. A drawback is that with a 14 pin DIP chip, it is 

only a single comparator package.  The input audio signal and the four 90-phase shifted 

triangular carrier frequency will be compared to generate the switching waveform. 

There no external circuitry or components are need for this IC chip, just the power 
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supply voltage (5V) for the chip, V+ and V-
. In order to generate four 90û-Phase shifted 

PWM waveforms, four of this LM361 high-speed differential comparator will be used.    

 

4.3 Inner Loop (close loop control for the PWM) 
In order to reduce the non-linearity characteristic of the PWM stage, the output of the 

switching frequencies are fed back to compare with the input signal. The inverting and 

non-inverting (differential) outputs from the PWM stage are summed and pass through 

a simple RC low pass filter to recover the audio signal (a sine waveform) from the 

pulsed waveform. As in the modulated audio signal the fundamental frequency can be 

extract out from its carrier frequency if the carrier frequency is more than 5 times larger 

than the original signal. This will be depended on the corner frequency of the 1st order 

RC low pass filter. The transfer Function of the RC low pass filter is stated in Equation 

4- 5. 

RC
s

RCsH
1

1
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+

=  ; Equation 4-5 

 

And co fπω 2= ; 

Where oω is the cut off (corner frequency), which can be determined by Equation 4-6. 

Thus, 

RC
f c

π2
1= ;  Equation 4-6 

 

Since the audio frequency are ranged within 20 Hz ~20 KHz, thus setting the cut off 

frequency at 25 KHz will be reasonable. Hence, applying Equation 4-6, and arbitrary 

choosing R = 2.7 KΩ, found that C = 2.36nF take the closest prefer value 2.2nF.  

 

4.4 H-Bridge MOSFET and H-bridge MOSFET driver circuit 
This is the heart of the Class D amplifier design, as it is produce the gain for the 

amplifying process. In the design, the 4 MOSFET will be arranged in �H� figure where 

the load is in the center providing a bridged output. Here is the basic topology of the H-

bridge design circuit diagram. 
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Figure 4-6: H-Bridge MOSFET topology  
 
An H-bridge configuration is chosen over a half bridge configuration, as with an H-

bridge (Full-bridge configuration) it needs only a single voltage to produce alternates 

polarity between +V and �V in the output. While in a half-bridge configuration a 

bipolar voltage supply is needed. The H-bridge circuit operation is similar to that of the 

half-bridge design, except the full-bridge design uses four MOSFETs instead of two, 

uses a differential low pass filter in the feedback network to support the floating load, 

and requires a second order low pass filters to attenuate the carrier frequency. The 

selection of the MOSFET was base on the following criteria: peak voltage and current 

requirements, body-diode reverse-recovery time, switching losses and conduction 

losses. With the requirement on the peak voltage and current, the rating will determine 

the rating that the MOSFET able to sustain [6].  

 

4.5 Center Tapped Transformer for multiple outputs  
The outputs from the 2 H-bridge configurations will be coupled through the use of 2 

center-tapped transformers and the resulted outputs will be fed into the output filter 

stage. The center �tapped transformer performance couple the output in the following 

situation. When the outputs from the H-bridge MOSFET were both high (12V), the 

output to from the transformer will stay at high. The output of the transformer will be 

stay at low, if the H-bridge outputs are both low (0V). While the outputs from the 

output were different, it will result the transformer stay in the middle position, which is 

V/2. A ferrite core ETD29 was used in this thesis for the center-tapped transformer. The 

winding of the transformer was design base on the following equation [10].  
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4
=  Equation 4-7 

 

Where Vd is supply voltage, N is the primary winding and Ac is the cross section area 

of the core and fs is the switching frequency. With the Bmax = 0.2 Telsa, the N1 = 4 

turns.  

In order to prevent the ETD29 ferrite core [11] being saturated, N1 winding is increase 

to 15 turns and two winding was wound in parallel, where the turn ratio is 1. The pin 

out on the Bobbin (ferrite core holder) has to be carefully indicated for a center�tapped 

transformer. Derivation of the pin lay out can be based on the following diagram. 

 
Figure 4-7: Derivation on transformer Bobbin pin out 
 
      
4.6 Output Filter stage   
A Butterworth approximation low pass filter configuration was employed here. It was 

chosen as it provides flat response in the pass band, which is critical for the audio 

system to improve its dynamic performance. Furthermore less numbers of parts will be 

needed. The design of this Class D amplifier will required a balanced filter since a 

bridge output is expected. As a result, the design on the LC filter will be based on a 

single ended approach. The transfer function for a second order Butterworth 

approximation is:  

122
1)(

++
=

ss
sH  Equation   4-8 

Here the LC Low Pass Filter Half-Circuit Model 
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Figure 4-8: LC low Pass Filter half-circuit model  
 
Realizing and deriving the transfer function of the LC filter will be based on a single 

ended approach, which is modeling the bridge output LC circuit into a half circuit 

model. With this half model circuit, the transfer function of the output filter can be 

formed to the following equation. 
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The inductor and capacitor was converted into s-domain representation (L = Ls, C = 

1/Cs). Equating Equation 4-8 and Equation 4-9, the value of the half model inductor 

and capacitor can be determined with the following equations and easily convert them 

into full model. 
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Combination of the two half model to have the final LC Low Pass Filter. 

 
Figure 4-9: Combination of two Half-Circuit Models 
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The inductor value remains the same for half bridge and Full-bridge, as there are two 

inductors in both models. As for the cut off frequency for the LC filter, 

 

L
c

LC
f

⋅⋅⋅
=

22
1

π
    Equation 4-12 

Two capacitors can be included as a high frequency by pass capacitor in the design and 

they can be empirically chosen to be approximately 10% of 2 load capacitors. After 

arbitrary chosen a 100uH inductor, we can easily find the value for the capacitors. 

Applied Equation 4-10 and 4-11, CL = 5uF while the two by pass capacitor will be 1uF. 

These ends the output filter design process. 

  

4.7 Overall Close loop design 
The overall close loop design for the design is referenced from the National LM4651 & 

Lm4652 OverureTM Class D Audio Power Amplifier application circuit [1]. The 

feedback is taken directly from switching outputs before the demodulating LC filter to 

avoid the phase shift caused by the output filter stage. The switching frequency and its 

harmonics of the feedback signal will be filtered through the RC low pass filter and a 

high input impedance instrumentation amplifier will be employed to derive the true 

feedback signal from the differential output, which aids in improving the system 

performance. 

An error amplifier will then sum this true feedback with the input signal and compare 

with a zero signal i.e. to compensate the differences between the feedback and the input 

signal. In this error inverting gain of this error amplifier with be set by the input 

resistance Rin and the feedback resistor Rf. While the parallel RC low pass filter will 

limit the content of input audio signal and the feedback signal. The poles of the filter is 

set by the following Equation 4-13 

ff
ip
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f

π2
1=  Equation 4-13 

Here the circuit for the feedback and error amplifier circuit. 
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Figure 4-10: Feedback and error amplifier (error compensate) circuit      
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Chapter 5 

Design Result and Discussion 
 
Unfortunately, the design doesn�t work as expected while this Thesis report was written 

up. This was due to the fact that the driving signal to the H-bridge MOSFET 

configuration failed to give any sensible results. Even though, part of the circuitry work 

as expected, yet they are only part of the main design. These circuitries are only the 

support circuit for the main design. It is the Class D amplifier stage was the main 

important of the entire amplifier design. If the PWM stage and the H-bridge fail to 

produce any results, the power amplifier design will be a total failure. Since the output 

filter stage can�t be tested without any sensible output from the H-bridge and the close 

loop design can�t be examine, which is also depend on the H-bridge output. As a result 

the overall performance of the amplifier design can�t be determined on those 

unreasonable results. For those workable stages, the testing results (output) will be 

shown respectively in this chapter. These include the input filter stage, carrier frequency 

generation stage and PWM stage. While for the trouble shooting on the causes of the 

failure to the design is still in the progress with the help from my thesis supervisor as 

well as my course mate. The trouble shooting area will be mainly on the HIP4082 H-

bridge MOSFET drive chip as well as the H-Bridge configuration itself. The progress 

will be carried on till the demo day in order to show some reasonable result on that day.  

 

5.1 Result on the Carrier generation stage 
In this stage, it will consist two main parts. They are the 125 KHz clock pulse 

generation part and the triangular carrier frequency waveform generated from the 

specific 1MHz clock pulse. The following results (waveform from TDS210S 

oscilloscope through the WaveStar software) will show the 1MHz clock pulse generates 

from the crystal oscillator and the frequency divider circuit output. 
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Figure 5-1: Output from Frequency divider circuit (1) 125 KHz and (2) 500 KHz 

square waveform generate from 1MHz 
 
The result shown above was base on the input of a 1MHz square waveform go through 

the 3 cascaded D Flip-Flop set up as the Frequency divider circuit. The time frame 

division is set to 5µs, where 125 KHz waveform take only 8µs for a cycle and 500 KHz 

take only 2µs per cycle. 
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Figure 5-2: The 125 KHz square waveform (clock pulse) generate through the use 

of Frequency divider circuit. Four 90û-phase shifted square waveform. 
 
Due to the Oscilloscope won�t be able to show all the four waveforms, the waveform 

was shown with one fixed clock pulse compare to the rest. Notice that they did shifted 

by 90û. From the result shown above, the generation for four 90û-phase shifted square 

waveform had been successfully generated. The following section will shown the result 

on the respective square waveform being integrated into their respective triangular 

waveform for PWM stage.  
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Figure 5-3: The Triangular waveform integrated from the four 90û-phase shifted 

125 KHz square waveforms.   
 

Again the maximum possible waveforms can be shown in the Oscilloscope is just 2 at a 

time and due to the fact that the waveforms will be the same if taken at individual 

attempt. Furthermore, a reference is needed in order to show the phase shifted triangular 

waveform. From the shown results, it is obvious that LM6361 High speed Op-amp 

manages to integrate the phase-shifted square waveforms into 5Vp-p triangular 

waveforms respectively. These waveforms will be used for the PWM stage.  

 

5.2 Result from the PWM stage 

The result shown as below is just a comparison on 5Vp-p Triangular waveform (@ 1 

KHz switching frequency) with a 5Vp-p sine waveform signal (@100Hz Frequency). 

That was done to show �visible� PWM waveform generated. If the actual PWM is done 

due to the variation in the frequency difference the result won�t be as clear as the 

following result. Yet, the application of the PWM is still operate the same way. The 

Switching Frequency is 125 KHz and input signal is ranged around 60~200Hz for the 
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actual design, which the input signal will more look like a constant voltage to the carrier 

frequency. 

 

 
(a) 

 
         (b)               (c) 
Figure 5-4: Generation of PWM waveform on a 100Hz input signal with a 1KHz 

triangular waveform. (a) Both input signal and Carrier frequency (b) The 
non-inverting output from LM361 (c) The inverting output from LM361 

 
5.3 The possible failure stage 

These will be purely based on assumption/estimation, as the trouble shooting is still on 

the way. Even though the driving signal had been fed into the gate of the MOSFETs, 

the outputs from the H-Bridge weren�t in any similar to the expected outcome. The 

supply voltage can only supply at ±8 V even though it was set to ±12V initially. This 
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was due to the voltage supply unit was current limited at 3 Ampere (the Circuit design 

was drawing more than 3 Ampere). 

 

5.3.1 H-Bridge MOSFET driver chip (HIP4082) and H-bridge 

configuration 

The testing on the PCB board was still carry on by turning on the power supply just for 

a little while to check on the output from the H-bridge driver. Initially the test was done 

without the 8 MOSFETs on the PCB. With that, the power supply unit still able to 

supply a full ±12V to the circuit. However, due to the result output pins on the 

HIP4082, such as AHO, BHO, ASH and BSH [refer to HIP4082 data sheet] (controlled 

by the respective switching signal) wasn�t similar to the expecting results the MOSFET 

was mount on to check to output. Since those pins, especially the AHO output needs to 

be reference from the AHS output. Yet after mounting on the MOSFETs, the current 

draw out from the unit was surge up to more than 3 Ampere, when comparing to the 

circuit without MOSFET was barely 1 Ampere. As a result, testing was carried on with 

voltage supply unit supplying a current limit at 1 Ampere. However, output result from 

the AHO still stay at constant upper rail voltage (12V) supplied from the voltage unit. 

There was nothing similar to the switching signal from the HIP4082 driver. As the 

output of the H-bridge was expected to be in a similar form of the switching signal but 

with alternate polarity of voltage of the VDC supplied. The output of AHO and BHO 

pins stay at constant voltage (with on switching signal waveform alike), which cause 

the particular MOSFET becoming very hot (can�t touch it with more than 2 seconds) 

since it is in its linear region on state. With the attempts to increase the supply current, 

eventually the bootstrap capacitor for the HIP4082 was smoked (Capacitor busted). 

Reason for that might be the increased in the supply current. Yet, the bootstrap 

capacitance was chosen to be much greater than expected value based on the following 

equation: 

  

gate

gate
EXT

V
QC =  and Cboot >> Cext     Equation 5-1 
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Where Cboot is the bootstrap capacitance, Vgate is the voltage of the driving signal and 

Qgate is the maximum charge of the MOSFET gate terminal. Trough the calculation the 

value for the bootstrap capacitor is 100 times of 1.25nF that is 1.25µF. Hence, a 

Tantalum 1µF was used for the application, yet it failed.   

A new type of capacitor with slightly lower capacitance was used after that. However 

none of the MOSFET is switching. Outputs from the MOSFET are either constantly 

high (12V) or constantly Low (0V).  

The following tasks will be recommended (might be or might not be the remedy to the 

problem) to carry out till the demo day in order to resolve the problem: 

• Check the functionality on the MOSFET (in case some of than might �dead� 

after that incident) 

• Review the supply current needed for the circuit design 

• Carefully check on the PCB design and connection (which had been done 

couple times) 

• Connect up the LC low Pass filter (output filter stage) and the load.  

• Review the design on the H-Bridge (Since each of the MOSFET was driven 

individually by each of the driving signal. Furthermore, the generated driving 

signal was done through the comparison between the input signal with the 

phase-shifted triangular waveforms). 
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Chapter 6      

Conclusion 
From the previous chapter, it can be realize that the main objective of this thesis have 

been failed to achieve. During the testing for the circuit design, there contains not a 

single sensible result or output to prove that the design can achieve the underlying 

requirement. However, the design failure might be is based on man-make error which 

can be resolve through the trouble shooting process. In other word, the theory behind 

the design does prove that the performance and implementation is achievable. Through 

this thesis project, it did show that the implementation on Class D audio Power 

Amplifier is more complicated than the Classical Audio Amplifier. During the process, 

it also provides a clear view on some particular concepts on the audio amplifier as well 

as expands my knowledge on the power electronics field. Even though, this thesis 

report was conclude as failed to achieve the underlying requirement, the trouble 

shooting on the design will be carried on till the demo day, so that there will be some 

reasonable result to back up the design theory as well as achieve the main objective of 

the thesis � build a workable Switch Mode Multilevel (Class D) Power Amplifier.  

 

6.1 Future work 

Due to the failure of achieving the underlying objective of the thesis, the future work 

for this thesis will be focus on �getting the Design work as expected�. That will include 

designing an H-Bridge driver circuitry instead using a HIP4082 chips or look into the 

problems that cause the failure of the design when using the chip. Based on the 

application notes of HIP4082 it is possible to drive either a H-bridge driver or a half-

bridge configuration thus the failure of the design might be just some silly human 

mistake. The other main concerns will be focus on the current issue in the circuit 

design. Throughout the whole design, the current issue have been left out for no reason. 

That was cause by the fact that I personally thought that when using MOSFET current 

won�t be the issue for the design circuit. This, in fact causing me the failure to this 

design (might be one of the main reasons).  

On the other hand, there also exist a few one-chip solutions for Class D amplifier. Even 

though those IC chip only provide a few watts output up to 50W, yet some of them did 
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manage to have large output power with low THD and >85% power efficiency. 

However, most of them are only for portable audio system and etc. Texas Instrument 

has most of the Class D amplifier IC with the output voltage range around 20W. They 

even come out a filter less Class D amplifier IC chip, which worth to have a closer look 

in order to implement that feature in the multilevel switch mode Class D amplifier 

design in the future. Cirrus and National Semiconductor also provide a few good design 

considerations on this particular area.  

Another new breed of amplifier type also exists recently that is the Class T amplifier, 

which has similar power efficiency (or better) than Class D amplifier and less 

distortion. It has a few superior performances compare to Class D such as similar power 

efficiency and less distortion produce in the output. This also provides a good research 

area to improve or replace the existing Class D power amplifier design.  

Finally, most of the Class D amplifier design constraint on it inherent limitation on high 

frequency performance that limiting it application on subwoofer system. Research on 

the area to improve this limitation on Class D amplifier nature will give the boost of 

Class D amplifier in the audio amplifier market. 
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Appendix A 

Schematic Diagrams 
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Appendix B 

PCB Layout 

There still some connections need to be fixed up during the testing. Most of the 

feedback connection was left open in order to analyze the open loop system 

performance before the close loop system can be employed. Since during the testing, 

the H-bridge output was not similar to expected outcome, these connections are still left 

open. If the circuit failure can be resolved the close loop system will be connect up for 

evaluating the overall system performance. Result will then be shown on the demo day, 

if the problem can be solved.     
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